
CS 245 Preassignment 3
Expression

due before November 28

1 Overview

In this homework, you will investigate an algorithm for evaluating arithmetic infix expressions.
The expressions may contain literals and variables, parenthesized subexpressions, and addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division operations. Stacks and hashtables will come in handy.

2 Requirements

1. Write all code in package pre3.

2. Write a class UndefinedVariableException that has the following:

(a) RuntimeException as its superclass.

(b) A constructor that accepts as its sole parameter the name of the undefined variable as a
String. When constructing its superclass, make the exception’s message have this exact
form: No such variable "nKittens". Watch the quotation marks. Replace nKittens

with the actual variable name.

3. Write a class UndefinedOperatorException that has the following:

(a) RuntimeException as its superclass.

(b) A constructor that accepts as its sole parameter the symbol of the undefined operator
as a String. When constructing its superclass, make the exception’s message have this
exact form: No such operator ":)". Watch the quotation marks. Replace :) with
the actual operator symbol.

4. Write a class Expression that has the following:

(a) A static method getPrecedence that accepts a String operator symbol as its sole
parameter. Return 2 if the operator is * or /, 1 if + or -, and 0 if (. If the operator is
anything else, throw an UndefinedOperatorException. You will need this method to
decide which operation is next to perform.

(b) A static method precedes that accepts two operator symbols as Strings. It returns
true if the first operand has a greater or equal precedence level than the second.

(c) A constructor that accepts as its sole parameter an infix expression as a String. You
may assume the expression is well-formed, with whitespace separating every operator
from every operand. Operands are either literal doubles or alphabetic variable identi-
fiers. Operators may be any of +-*/(). Example expressions include: 5 - 6.5 - 3,
averageCatch * nKittens, and ( 7 + 1 ) / 2. Note that even parentheses are sep-
arated by whitespace, to make your life easier in this assignment. The constructor is a
good place to convert this expression into a postfix one, since the conversion need take
place only once—which is exactly how many times the constructor is called for any given
expression.
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(d) A method addVariable that accepts as parameters a String identifier and a double

value. It associates the given value with the variable named by the identifier.

(e) A method evaluate that evaluates the expression according the standard rules of arith-
metic and substituting in the variables previously-defined values when referenced in the
expression. It returns the answer as a double. If a variable is referenced but has not
been defined, throw a UndefinedVariableException. If your expression is already in
postfix form, you should be able to use the code we wrote in lecture as a starting point.

3 Converting from Infix to Postfix

You’ve seen the algorithm to evaluate a postfix expression. But how do we get from infix to postfix?
We can deduce the algorithm from a few things that we know to be true:

1. In a postfix expression, operands must appear before their joining operator. So, if we see an
operator in the infix expression, we must defer processing it until we see its second operand.

2. In a postfix expression, higher precedent operations appear before lower precedent operators.
For example, 5 + 6 ∗ 8 is 5 6 8 ∗ +.

3. In an infix expression, parenthesized terms are expressions in and of themselves and are
evaluated before their surrounding context.

The following well-known algorithm is derived from these truths and performs the infix-to-postfix
conversion:

make new operators stack

while infix expression still has a token to read

if next token is a double or identifier

add token to postfix expression

else // token is an operator

if operator is (

push ( onto operators stack

else if operator is )

pop operators until the matching (, ...

adding them to the postfix expression

pop the ( and throw it away

else // we have + - * /

pop operators while we can and while the stack ...

top has higher precedence than the current ...

operator, adding them to the postfix expression

push the current operator

pop all remaining operators, adding them to the postfix expression
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4 Parsing Identifiers

The Scanner class gives you the ability to ask questions about the next token that is to be read.
In particular, you can ask if the next token matches a certain pattern. To see if an alphabetic
identifier is next up, you can ask hasNext("[A-z]+"), which checks if the token is 1 or more
alphabetic characters.

5 Submission

This is preassignment and is graded with help from the SpecChecker. Your work will also be
inspected by human eyes for plagiarism. Please do your own work. Talk about code with your
classmates. Ask questions of your instructor or TA. Do not look at others’ code. Do not ask
questions specific to your homework anywhere online but Piazza. (If you find violators of this rule,
please let me know.) Write your own code.

Put the SpecChecker in your Build Path. Run it as a Java Application (not a JUnit Test) and
fix problems until all tests pass. Upload the resulting ZIP file to the W drive.

6 Files

• http://www.twodee.org/teaching/cs245/2013C/homework/expression/speccheck_pre3.

jar
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